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Committee
183 Students are Executive
W ill Meet Tomorrow
student executive committee
Pledged by Greek is The
scheduled to hold its first meet
ing tomorrow afternoon, September
Letter Chapters 30,
at 1:15, according to an an
Fraternities Gain 83 Mein*
hers; Sororities Add
100 to Rolls
A total of 183 Lawrence men and
women were pledged by 11 Greek
letter organizations at the close of
the year’s rushing week. Sororities
pledged 100 women, and 83 men
joined fraternities. Sorority pledging took place Sunday, September
25, and fraternity ceremonies were
held on Monday, September 26.
Delta Gamma sorority pledged
the largest number, 23. In the group
are Betty Ann Thuerer, Appleton;
Margaret Kennedy, Menasha; Fran
ces Ball, Racine; Barbara Beall,
Jeanne Bennison, and Eleanor Stevens. Evanston; Yvonne Craig. Shir
ley Dewar, Barbara Holt, and Pat
ricia Locke. Oak Park; Dorothy
Hansen, Duluth; Alice Hastings, Ke
nosha; Eleanor Jensen, Cynthia
Meyer, Mildred Nelson, and Jean
Bennis, Chicago; Marjorie Newton
and Lenore Tully, Wauwatosa; Syl
via Scott, New York City; Lucille
Parkins, Kansas City: Jean Plum 
mer. FI in Flon, Canada; Doris Rob
bins. Green Bay; and Marcia Litts,
Janesville.

Join Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority's 19
new pledges are Lucille Heinritz
and Betty Moore. Appleton: V ir
ginia Culp, Chicago; Susan Duncan.
W innetka; Jean
Glasow. Beverly
Humleker.
Dorothy Ann
King.
Mary Frances Miller, and Jean
West. Fond du Lac: Priscilla H um 
phrey. Shawano: Lucille Leffingwell. Whitewater: Helen Palmer,
Wilmette: Ruth Helen Rosholt. Eau
Claire: May Abbott Sawtelle. Osh
kosh; Elizabeth
Sewal. Racine;
Elizabeth Spencer, W illiams Bay;
Ruth Straubel, Green Bay: Rose
mary Taylor. Wisconsin Rapids; and
Peggy Waldo. Oak Park.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority's 18 new
pledges are
Helen Dettman. Ja n 
et
Fullinwider, and Rosemary
Probst. Appleton: Judith Burley,
Lorrine. Ohio: Grace Christiansen.
Racine; Margaret East. Eleanor Rag
land. Phyllis Williams, and Rose
marie McDaniel. Elmhurst: Alice
Engle and Laura McCament. C hi
cago: Patricia Guenther. Campbelisport; Carol Johnson. Marinette; Bet
ty Lindquist. Roberta Niell, and Bet
ty Harker. Oak Park: Jean Marble,
Gladstone;
Madelen
Simmons.
Glen EUyn: and Corine Strand,
Rockford.

21 Pledge Alpha Chi

Twenty-one girls pledged Alpha
Chi Omega sorority. They are Bet
ty Brown and Betty Boyer, Apple
ton: Jean Adriansen. Mabel Currer,
Helen Herbst, Charlotte Kufalk.
and Margaret Muenchow, Milwau
kee;
Marion
Conklin.
Proctor,
Minn : Jeanne De Has. Myrtle Han
sen. Patricia Harvey. Betty Landis,
and Betty Sparr, Chicago; Ruth
Frederich. Hartland; Jeane H ub
bard. Wauwatosa; Marie Illing
worth. Niagara: lone Mitchell. Suring; Betty Nahoda and Lois Nel
son. Racine; Muriel Schmidt; and
Yvonne Mathe, Almond.
Betty
Stilp. Appleton, Jane Gilbert, Glen
Turn to Page 8

— Billboard— i
Saturday, Oct. 1—Football, Coe
college, here.
First All-Collge Dance, Alex
ander gym.
Saturday. Oct. 8 — Football,
Carleton college, there.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Pledge
party.
East house party.
Saturday, Oct. 15 — Football,
Monmouth college, here.
Saturday, Oct. 22 — Football
homecoming, Carroll college,
here.
Wednesday, Oct. 26— First Art
ist Series, Memorial Chapel,
Amparo Iturbi. pianist.
Saturday, Oct. 29 — Football.
Ripon college, there.
Saturday, Nov. 5—Football, Be
loit college, ¿here.

Æ-r-p-p-p-p Another Pair of Pants!

nouncement
by Ray Chadv. ick,
temporary chairman. The meeting
will be held in the literature room.
Main hall, room 11.
Reports of the pep, homecoming,
and social committees will be heard.
Executive committee members who
are required to be present are Bill
Hatten, John Hastings, Bob VanNostrand, Tom Jacobs, Bob Wilson, Ken
neth Buesing. Vincent Jones, Jack
Bodilly, Selden Spencer, Bob Smith,
and Blanche Quincannon. All stu
dents are invited to attend.

Lawrence college's newly-crganized band will make its first appear
ance at the pep program schedul
ed for convocation tomorrow morn
ing. according to Bobe Leven*nz,
pep chairman. The organizaticn al
so plans to play at the Coe foot
ball game Saturday afternoon at
Whiting field.
A campaign to enlist support in
the band is now underway. All stu
dents who have any band ability are
urged to participate. Instruments
will be furnished for those w ro do
not have them. Rehearsals are held
every Tuesday and Thursday af
ternoon at 4:30 at the Conservatory
of Music
Approximately 40 students have
already signified their desire to
participate, but there still remain
positions to be filled. Included in
the present membership of the band
arc Ed Vroffer. Jim Welch. Charles
Cox. Saburo Watanobe, Nels Ras
mussen, Farley Hutchins, Woodrow
Ohlsen. Milton Nelson, Ewald Til
ly. Katherine Petersen. Carteton
Bleick. Bob Wilson. Fern Bauer
Betty Brown. Sylvia Seif. Elwood
Bleick. Jean Hubbard. Karl Kolb,
Duane Schumacher. Ray John.-on,
Ray Parlin, Bob Schindler, Dickie
Doctor. Dick Rothe, Stan Lundahl.
Bob Reder. George Wolner, Ruth
Marie Iwen. Lawrence Ernsl. Bob
Grigsby. Bruce
Stevens. Stuart
Jones, Philip Retson. Bill Tinker,
Elaine Buesing, Marjorie Patter
son. Wilmot Macklin, Ruth Gc’.ild,
and Margaret Parish.

TAKES WESTERN TRIP
G. C. Cast, professor of German,
accompanied by his family made a
tour of th? western states this sum
mer. The Black Hills, Yellowstone
park, San Francisco, Grand Can
yon, and Boulder Dam were among
the stops made on their extensive
trip.

Editors Announce
Many Posts Open
On Ariel Staffs
Ruthellen Pelton and Robert
Stocker, Editor and Business man
ager respectively, announce open
positions for those interested in
applying for Ariel posts. The office,
northwest corner of Main hall
basement, will be open all Mon
day afternoon for those who wish
to come in and fill out application
blanks. There will be positions
open on the business, editorial,
and photographic staffs for those
interested. The staff will be an
nounced in the following week's
Lawrentian. and a meeting will
then be called.
Work on the editorial staff will
include not only copy writing, but
also feature, organizations, and
athletic divisions, as wel! as typ
ing and picture mounting.
The business
staff will have
openings for those who wish to
sell advertising, and work on cir
culation. Ruth Perry, photographer,
will select her staff at the same
time.
There are a few copies of last
year's Ariel on hand which can be
purchased for two dollars.

Sophs Seek Pants
To Attend Frolic
WANTED: All trousers and other
essential articles of apparel
from Ormsby or other where
abouts. Otherwise we can't go
to give the freshmen women a
break at the first Frolic tomor
row night at the Little Gym at
7 p. m. Please return saiu arti
cles to sophomore leader Jack
Sellers.

Mahle Drake Featured
With Miller Saturday
Smart Lawrence socialites are
rapidly exhausting the available
supply of Coeds for the first all
college dance which w ill be held
next Saturday evening, October 1.
at Alexander gymnasium. And
why shouldn’t they—spacious ball
room crystal ball casting shadows
here and there—danceable rythmns
—comfortable lounges. Yes. this
first of the All-College dances will
be a smooth affair! Wally Miller's
band is one of the finest units ever
developed by Wisconsin’s key city.
Milwaukee, according to Bill Carl
son who has gained fame in a similiar capacity at the Trianon ball
room. Chicago. What more could
be asked?
Featured with Miller and his
eleven all star artists will be
beautiful Mable Drake who has
been a major attraction on leading
radio stations throughout the na
tion. Wally offers one of those ul
tra-smart, tuneful, and perfectly
timed music and variety shows..
Turn to Page 3

Freshman Class
Trounces Sophs
In Annual Battle
Upperclassmen
Flee
as
Frosh
Lay
Down
Fruit Barrage

Band Will Play
At Convocation
Many Positions Still Open
In Newly-Organized
Lawrence Band

Thursdoy, September 29, 1933

By Jack White
A large and extremely enthusiastic freshman class trounced its tradi
tional enemies, the sophomores in
an open and somewhat vicious
series of battles yesterday. It all
began Tuesday night when there
seemed to be a premium on tiousers and both male sections were
out for 'blood." The collection of
trousers on the Ormsby porch yes
terday morning testified that the
night before had been tougn on
somebody.
Yesterday’s events began when
the frosh girls marched en masse
to Whiting field clad in shorts, blue
denim shirts and red bandanas.
They were greeted by a shower of
overly ripe fruit and several lost
Program W ill Include 3 their shirts to sophomore men. Once
inside the field the battle was on
Major Plays and
between the two classes of women.
One Operetta
The result was just about a draw
With the announcement by F with a few more blue shirts gone.
Soph» Outnumbered 4 to 1
Theodore Cloak of three major
At approximately 2 o’clock the
plays and an operetta, Lawrence
college opens its drama season. Mr. frosh men appeared 100 strong
headed by their leader John VesCloak, associate professor of speech
and dramatics, also stated that a se
ries of six one-act plays will be
‘ ff an My Face Red!'
produced during the coming year.
Moonlight walks are quite the
To open the 1938-39 season. Mr.
Cloak, assisted by Mr. Roger Sher fad—under the proper circum
man, will present “Excursion," by stances. Bo Bittner’s face should
Victor Wolfson, on Monday and have been somewhat flushed—
Tuesday, November 7 and 8. Having not to mention June Selvy’s be
been produced for the first time in hind a cigarette— when Dean
President
Barrows
New York in 1937, this play will Millis and
have the added attraction of being encountered him gallantly accom
from the new school of playwrights, panying her to Sage Tuesday
which gives it that tang of fresh night minus his nether garments'.
ness and life.

Cloak Announces
Dramatic Plans

Plot of “Excursion"

The plot revolves about the com
passionate Captain Obadiah Rich,
who objects to having his excur
sion steamship ‘Happiness’ taken out
of service. After thirty years on the
great trade route from Harlem to
Coney Island the ship is about to
be made over into a garbage icow.
The Captain rebels and on the final
cruise he heads the antiquated tub
straight for the Caribbean ard an
island south of Trinidad, where his
oddly assorted passengers can be
gin life anew under luxuriant tiopical auspices. The result is a slow
ing. heart-warming play of .viiich
Gilbert Gabriel of the “American”
said. “It seemed to us humble first
nighters fresh food from the gods
and we gobbled it with glee."

Stage Crew to Meet

The first meeting for the stage
crew will be held on Monday af
ternoon. October 3, from 1:15 to 3
p. m. at the office of the Lawrence
college theater. All students inter
ested in stage work or working for
points to get into Sunset players are
urged to meet with Mr. Sherman
then. No experience is necessary;
only an interest and a desite to
pitch in end work. Under Mr. Sher
man's guidance as an experienced
technician, this year’s crew will
profit immensely from the experi
ence gleaned.
Tryouts for roles in the play
will be held on Tuesday; October
4. from 1:30 to 5 p. m. and on Wed
nesday, October 5. from 3:30 to 5 p.
m., in the studio theater below the
chapel stage. The cast for this proTurn to Page 8

Many Hental Pictures
Are Still Available
A. F. Megrew, instructor in art,
announces that although response
to the Lawrence rental picture
system has been enthusiastic, a
wide selection of subjects still re
mains for those who have failed to
secure their pictures. Pictures may
be obtained by payment of fifty
cents per picture at the loan desk
in the library.

scnger to face a tiny band of not
more than 25 loyal sophomores.
They came from two sides and
swamped the upper classmen with
a rare assortment of fruit and ripe
eggs. Retreating slowly but sure
ly. the sophs put up a gallant fight
only to face a severe hand to hand
battle within the field. This brought
a thick shower of more eggs, fruit
and trousers. When the dust had
cleared, the majority of the sophs
were without their pants.
Frosh Win Field Events
The frosh then set out to make a
clean sweep of the afternoon but
they found
stiffer
competition
than they had expected.
Sophs
leader, Jack Sellers, and his follow
ers started off the afternoon with
an 18 to 7 touch football victory.
Later they added the relay title to
that. Elaine Buesing. leader of the
soph-women. and her associates
took the balloon race from the yeariings who came back and copped the
girl’s tug of war and relay. ” hese
added to the horse-back figh*. tug
of war. and bag rush which the
male side of the frosh class won
gave them the final victory .'n the
field events and the privilege of
doffing their traditional “green’’
on the eve of homecoming!

— Today
Frosh Battle Sophs on
All-College Day
Pjge
Greeks Pledge 183 Students
PaM?
Miller Plays at All-College
Dance Saturday
P-«ge
Cummings Discusses F.uropcan Situation
P”ge
Greeks Give Final Rush
ing Parties
Page
Vikes to Battle Coe
Saturday
Page
Lawrence Trounccs North
western
Page
Editorials
Fage
What a Difference a Band
Make«.
We H itc h O ur W a g o n to a
Star.
W hat
W ill
Com m ittees
H ave to O ffe r LV.'

1
1
1
2
3
5
6
4
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War Inevitable
Unless Wrongs of
1918 are Righted
CuiiiiniiiKM Tell» Students
Conflict W ill Not Start
This
Week
There will not be a general Eu
ropean war at the end of this week
but war is inevitable unless the
wrongs of 1918 are righted, Richard
O. Cummings, assistant profes.;or of
history at Lawrence college, told
students during convocation in Me
morial chapel Tuesday morning
Mr. Cummings said he believed
there is a ray of hope in what H it
ler did not say in his momentous
speech Monday.
"After all, he could have said, ‘we
march tonight,’ and the longer he
refrains from aggression, the more
prepared his non-sympathizeis will
be," Mr. Cummings said. ’‘Germany
does not want war. None of Europe
wants war but they talk as if it is
inevitable."

Reject Individual Liberty

The speaker, who a few days
ago returned from a summer in
Europe, attempted to look ht the
rituation with our own Declaration
of Independence in mind. In Europe
there is a sense of futility in pre
serving individual liberty, he raid.
England has made provisions in
an attempt to preserve free speech
and individual rights but in Ger
many you find the attitude that
the American type of liberty is a
selfish ideal.
”It is admitted that Hitler has
done many despicable things. es

pecially in the case of the Jews,
and many of the Germans are sor
ry for this, but Hitler is great and
the destiny of Germany is ir hi*
hands so they work for him know
ing that he really has raised the
standard of living and that nation
al liberty of the state has been his
program.- he stated.
Practice Utmost Economiy
The speaker said that the stand
ard of living cannot be compared
with that of the United States and
gave examples, the most unusual
being that in an economy measure
even the garbage is concentrated
for the building up of the live
stock. On the German boat in which
he returned he stated that the gulls
quit following the ship becauje all
of the garbage was saved to go back
on the next boat to feed th« pigs
in Germany.

Paper Institute Add*
Koet* a» Instructor
In Colloid Chemistry
Pieter Koets has been recently
added to the staff of the Institute
of Paper Chemistry as an instruc
tor in colloid chemistry. He has
studied at the University of Gronigen from 1920 to 1925 and received
the doctor of philosophy degree
from the University of Utrecht in
1935. He has had extensive tech
nical training and experience both
here and abroad.
Other technical assistants recent
ly added to the Institute staff are
Clark Berry who received the
bachelor of science degree from
Clarkson College of Technology;
John W. Green who received the
doctor of philosophy degree from
Princeton university; and M. A.
Schlossen who has returned to the
institute after studying at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin.
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Proclamation of the
Executive Committee
Whereas, yen of the class of ’42 are newcomers to the campus and
the student body of Lawrence college, and
Whereas, it has been the custom and tradition for many years that
the freshmen wear as a mark of recognition distinguishing them from
the more dignified and deserving upperclassmen, a badge known as
“the green,” and
Whereas, this freshman class, being no better than those who have
gone before, owes it to itself and to the college to live up to this
tradition.
Therefore, the executive committee, in august assemblage, Issues
the following solemn decree:
At high noon on Saturday, October L you, the freshman class,
under penalty of the most drastic punishment, will assume the green,
and wear it faithfully until such time as the executive committee
deems the class worthy of discarding it.
If the Fates smile on the insignificant efforts of the freshmen on All
College Day, and if your puny force proves sufficient to overcome the
more sophisticated class known as sophomore,
Then, by the graciousness ef the executive committee, you afore
mentioned frosh may doff your verdant appendages in the celebration
on the ve of the Homecoming game. But, on the other hand, be it
known and he it observed that if you become even more insignificant
through defeat on your Purgatory Day you must wear the badge of
your lowliness until the President of these United States shall declare
a day of Thanksgiving!
Remember! The word of the executive committee in this matter is
final and all-powerful. Beware, you frosh, who would think to escape
this obligation. Tfce agenta of the executive committee are every
where. Woe to him who seeks to evade them. Should one of you ap
pear minus the badge ef college apprenticeship, the executive com
mittee will KNOW and will strike with the mailed fist ef relentless
authority.
In witness thereof, in behalf of the student body of Lawrence col
lege, we, do hereby affix our hand and seal, this 28 day of September,
In the second year of the admlaistratioa of His Excellency, Thomas N.
Barrows, president of the college.
Signed:
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Central Europe Prepares
For Gala Social Affair
By Knth Harvey
Lady Death has given up her
country estate in central Europe
this weekend for a Charity affair
that promises to be one of the bril
liant successes of her social career.
The theme pf the entertainment is
to be a kind of “bank night** with
variations. Invitation lists being
completed this week are expected
to include the more important peo
ple of several nations.
Berlin fashion houses have an
nounced that the trend of styles
for the occasion is to be much
braid and brass button trimmings
on drab materials—a trend definit
ely attributable to the popularity
of things Napoleonic in European
centers today.

quaintly rural with the grounds
dotted with game areas and unex
pected little nooks for the guests
to rest and “refuel" in. While the
hunt is expected to be a favorite
of the guests, they will have an
opportunity to gamble, shoot at
targets, play corn games, and have
their fortunes told.
Menus will be of the simpler
sort to satisfy country appetites.
Grains for the hors d’oeuvre are
being imported from both North
and South America, and the piece
de resistance, the good red vin
tage, will flow abundantly. Bas
kets of the fruits of the land sim
ply arranged will complete the
simple fare.
Several m ilitary bands of re
The clean-up committee w ill in
nown have been engaged for the clude the younger members of the

Lawrence is a friendly school!
Hellos and dates galore. The girls
are swell—all know the love-life,
school-life, home-life, hopes, am
bitions, and ideals of the other.
That's fine. Nothing quite like a
good midnight session.
The men are also grand; just for
an example, at the president’s re
ception—once past the receiving
line the women were “reception
ally” glad to see each other—and
they all did have a good time. It
was so sweet of the men to stay
on the other side of the room to
let the women really enjoy them
selves, without any masculinc in
terference. (They must save that
for the football field.)
JACK WHITE
Then came the Walkaround and
Frolic, ‘course ol’ dame Nature
didn't co operate, but a little damp^
ness outside can’t dampen the
friendliness of the women and
again the men arose to the occasion
and let the women have a good
feminine time together.
Then, that eventful day when the
Three Department Editor* friendly Lawrence spirit prevailed
in going to look over our classes^
Are Also Appointed
It really is grand that the women
can be left alone without having
T o
S t a f f
any masculinity next to them.
That leaves convocation as s
Jack White was appointed man
last resort and it has brought some
aging editor of the Lawrentian at results. (All in favor of convoca
the first monthly board of con tion every day say “I ” and n<
trol meeting held in the office of pushing!)
I realize this isn't 1492. just th*
Ralph J. Watts, college business
class of '42, however, Columbu
manager, on Tuesday afternoon, did some discovering — why can'
September 27. The appointment Mr. and Miss class of *42?
As a final word may I say tha
was made upon the recommenda
I love the friendly Lawrence cam
tion of editor Henry Johnson.
pus—but why must the men be s<
White, a member of Delta Tau doggone polite and leave the worn

White Is Named
Managing Editor

Delta, is a sophomore. At the close
of last year he was appointed to
the office of student activities edi
tor Hie duties of the managing
editor will be the same as defined
last year. Hiese include adminis
tering the staff, make-up, typogra
phy. and headlines.
Three department editors were
also announced. Janet Weber,
Kappa Alpha Theta. will be in
charge of all society news, and Ed
Bayley, Beta Theta Pi, will handle
the sports department. Phi Dett
John Fulton resumes the position
of feature editor, a position which
he held last year.
Three more department editor
ships remain to be filled. These are
the departments of administration,
student activities, and exchange.

;

en a lo n e ? !? !? !
Y. M. I. LONELY

Institute Trustees
Reelect Mahler as
President of Hoar

Ernst Mahler was reelected a
president of the Institute of Pape:
Chemistry board of trustees at th
regular meeting of the board. Th
annual membership meeting wa
held at the same tim e Other of/
ficers who were reelected were E
C. Everest, vice-president; West
brook Steele, executive directoi
Johh Giffin Strange, tecretan
and Ralph J. Watts, treasurer.
Trustees reelected were Dan H
Brown of the Neenah Paper com
pany; J. D. Zeller bach of th
A “Legion of Beauty** 600 strong Crown Zellerbach corporation, Sa
invaded the Colgate university Francisco; and S. E. Kay of th
dancing which is to be held in the ’’first families” who plan to spend men-only campus for the annual International Paper company (
open. The unusual music is ex* much time clearing up the papers junior prom.
New York.
pected to popularize several new
steps including the “Goose Step”,
the “Unite W ith the Fellows or
Swing Alone”, and a new variation
of the grand march in doublequick time. An entirely new rou
tine. as yet unnamed, is regimen
tal in nature with much regular
rhythm, bending of the knees,
straight arming, and the cnthusiastic shouts of "Heil”.
Work on the favors is being
speeded up in several factories
throughout Europe, Metal and ev
en explosives for the “crackers’*
which are being filled with toy
metal hats are being imported from
foreign
countries,
and
special
odeurs and all manner of surprise
packages are being rushed to the
scene.

and arranging the estate — proba
bly with an entirely new grounds
plan.
Proceeds from the benefit will be
sent to the Society for the Futherance of the Holy Order of Wingbcarcrs.

Fullinwider Flays at
Student Convocation

Percy Fullinwider, professor of
violin at Lawrence Conservatory
of Music, played “Nocturne”, by
D’Ambrosia, and “The Plains” by
Goldmark at the college convoca
tion last Tuesday at the Memorial
chapel. He was accompanied at
the piano by his wife, Mrs. Nettie
Fullinwider, associate professor of
The decorative motif is to be piano at the conservatory.

Starts
FRIDAY!
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Coed Complains
VIke Men a re
Unresponsive

Managing Editor

D e m u r e
or dramatic
these formais capture
attention . . . and hold it.
Hoop
Skirts, Strapless
Bodices, Crinoline
Petti
coats.
....

GRACE’S APPAREL SHOP
104 No. Oneida St.
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Drake Featured
Lawrence Stock Exchange Mable With
Miller Saturday
Booms as Greeks Bid for
Varied Preferred Shares
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Dan Cupid has been working ov
..one of the most delightful or
ertime on former Lawrentians, and
ganizations ever presented in these
parts and is sure to make a tre
the result is three marriages and
Friday: Pep program
mendous hit with dancing LawTuesday: The Reverend I. E. one engagement. Miss Jane Cor
rentians.
SchlagenhauT will speak at a n e ll graduate of 1937 and secretary
Special accomodations have been
religious service.
to Dean Millis, will be married in
made
for
those
beau
brummels
AW RENTIAN STOCK wa* at a premium last week with the more
her home on Saturday, October 1,
who
left
their
cars
home
with
expert buyers furiously bargaining for the preferred, and those
Clippinger Revisits
to William Giese, also a former
less astute, by some choice and a little necessity, becoming satis “papa and mama’’. Busses will
Ormsby at 9 o’clock and will
fied with common shares. Most of the shares are happy to belong leave
to
Home of Mark Twain Lawrentian. Miss Cornell is a
pick
up
“baggage"
at
Sage
on
the
their new owners and all of them show promise of being excellent in 
F. W. Clippinger, professor of member of Delta Gamma while
way out.
vestments that w ill produce many honors and much glory for the dear
Admittance to the dance will be English, revisited the home of Mark Mr. Giese is affiliated with Beta
old Greek Letters.
Many long distance calls were made Sunday night in the purpose of by one of three types of tickets. Twain in Hannibal, Missouri dur Theta Pi.
who have paid ing the summer. He found that the
announcing the glad news, and, incidentally, suggesting that capital Lawrence men
Miss Christine Flower and Dr.
their student activities fee may Mark Twain Museum had been im 
must come from somewhere.
Clayton Brock were married last
proved
and
enlarged
and
that
there
pick
up
their
regular
passes
at
the
At any rate, except for a few
business office tomorrow. This w ill is now a beacon light on a hill over Saturday afternoon in Milwaukee.
stock transfers, the market has been Campus Club Holds
admit them and their dates to all looking the Mississippi.
Miss Flower is a resident of Green
cleared for another year; rugged
dances during the coming school
Bay and a member of Zeta Tau
First
Picnic
at
Gym
year.
Girls
w
ill
receive
the
second
monopolists and those who just
The Campus club; organization type of social activities tickets. from the business office in the Alpha. Dr. Brock is a resident of
dabble in the market must bend of Lawrence college faculty wom
event their escort is not a Law- Chicago and a member of Sigma
themselves to a common end— en and wives, held its first event These make it possible for them rentian. The third type of ticket
to secure tickets for each dance
books, exams, and grades.
is one that may be purchased by Phi Epsilon.
of the year, a picnic for member;
Another college romance cul
Last Stages Of The Game
and their families. Wedensday noon in time, the Kappa Delta’s follow outsiders for $1.25.
On Friday evening, the rushees on the gounds of Alexander gym
A special lounge has been set up minated in the marriage of Mias
ed up their kindergarten party for chaperons on the dance floor. Jeanne Meyer and John Curtis,
went into the final stages of be nasium.
Mrs. Clarence Deakins,
ing entertained. The parties given chairman of the event, was as with a “baby’* pledge banquet on While dancers are asked to abstain Jr.. a graduate of John Hopkins
by the sororities on Friday night sisted with arrangements by Mrs. Sunday at the Hearthstone. The from occupancy of this corner, they University. Mr. Curtis is employ
Kappa Alpha Theta pledges were are urged to introduce themselves ed by the Scott Paper company,
were held at homes of alumnae or Rudolph
Germanson, Miss Iva
patronesses. These last parties be Welch, Mrs. Walter Rogers, Mrs. feted at the home of Mrs. D. W. and become aquainted with the and they will live in Norwood,
fore the preference banquets con Paul Beaver, Mrs. Harry Halde- Bergstrom in Neenah. The Delta chaperons who will be Mr. and Mrs Pennsylvania. Mrs. Curtis is a
tinued the spirit of competition man, Mrs. Frank Clippinger. Mrs. Gammas held their pledge banquet Ted Cloak, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tre- member of Kappa Alpha Theta.
The parents of Betty Jane Winwhich always is present when sor F. E. Brauns, Miss Olga Smith and at the Candle Glow tea room under zise, and Coach and Mrs. Bernie
the co-chairmanship at Geraldine Heseiton. Guests include Miss Cope ans, a member of Alpha Delta Pi,
orities entertain.
Mrs. Arthur Denney.
'Schmidt
and
Rosemary
M
ull
The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Barrows
Mr.
recently announced her engage
The Alpha Delta Pi's had perfect
weather for their garden party on iags were all a part of the program. trio, composed of Jane Griese. M au and Mrs. John Millis, and Mr. and ment to Dr. Kenneth E. Kloehn of
reen
May
and
Mary
Voecks,
enter
Mrs.
Carl
Waterman.
Appleton. Miss Winans resides in
Friday n ig h t Marshmallows around The guests received little nosegay;
Girls are requested to wear Glen Ellyn. Illinois, and was grad
an open campfire, songs, and games as mementoes of the party. A tradi tained the pledges.
Fraternity
Activities
formats for this initial All-College uated from Lawrence last June.
all helped to promote a very con tional candle-light ceremony took
Outside of the realm of rushing dance, and accomodations have Dr. Kloehn, a member of Beta
genial atmosphere. The party was place at the home of Mrs. Geo.
parties
there
are
to
be
a
few
fra
been made for a ladies’ lounge.
Theta Pi. also attended Lawrence
given at the home of Mrs. G. W. Gilbert in Neenah.
Says newly pledged Theta May college but was graduated from
Under the chairmanship of betty ternity festivities this week-end be
Young. Jr. in Menasha.
fore
the
All-college
dance
on
Sat
Abbott
Sawtelle:
“W
ait’ll
you
see
Northwestern
university
dental
Very, very demure was the colon Gallup, the Alpha Delta Pi Colonial
my date!**
school.
ial party with which the Kappa banquet was given at the Hearthstone urday night, Oct. 1.
The
Phi
Tau’s
are
combining
their
Delta's entertained their rushees on Saturday evening. The favors
on Friday. The program included were colonial ladies in hoop sr.irts pledge party with a dinner oefore
minuets and gavottes, and the fa and tiny spinning wheels. Margery the dance. The men will bring their
vors. silhouettes and nosegay« har Smith gave a brief history ~>t the dates to the house for dinner Mr.
boring little bottles of cologne car Theta chapter of A. D. Pi itom and Mrs. L. R. Theismeyer will be
ried out the theme. Alyce Jane “then till now.” Betty Morrison cave the chaperones.
A buffet luncheon is being .ban
De Long was in chargo of the party a delightful report of the conten
which was held at Mrs. Eric Lind- tion which she attended this sum ned by the Delta Sig’s to take Diace
mer at the Seignory club near Que before Saturday night’s dance.
berg's home in Appleton.
For Sunday afternoon, Oct. ?, the
A colorful Mexican fiesta wa« in bec city.
Co-Chairmen Geraldine Schmidt Phi Dclt’i are counting on a steak
progress at Mrs. J. L. Sensenbrenner’s home in Neenah on Friday and Rosemary M ull planned the fry for actives and pledges at the
evening as the Delta Gamma's en Delta Gamma preference banquet Schmcrein cottage on Lake Winne
bago.
tertained. Not a thing was overlook held at the Butte des Morts country
ed to make the guests feel as thouch club. The girls were given cordages, The Beta Theta Pi pledge party
they wore in old Mexico—there as favors. The party went on *o the( has been set for October 8.
Sig Bps Plan Parties
were gourds, fortune telling, Rane home of Mrs. Walters of Appleton
The Sig Ep's have a couple of
es, Mexican music and games, and after the banquet.
The S. S. Lyrebird, chartered by parties in mind for the next week
cactus favors. Chili was served for
the Alpha Chi Omegas, made its last or so. On Sunday, O c t 2, some of
the evening’s lunch.
There is a traditional dream rake|*topovcr at Riverview on Saturday the boys are going on a steak fry
with their gals. A pledge party is
ceremony which formed the basis of evening. Young girl dancers pt ;vid
"Famous for fin« foods"
scheduled for Saturday, Oct. S.
the Alpha Chi Omega party on Fri cd Hawaiian entertainment even up
AH sorority presidents and viceday evening. A French fashion sa to and including the Hula Jance.
presidents have been invited io the
531 W . College Ave.
Phone 5444
lon was the scene of a style »how Irene Bosserman and Katherine Pet
Sig Ep house for dinner on Sunday.
in which several of the members erson were the speakers, and Dor
October 2.
modeled. Dorothy Brown oiayed othy Brown played the piano Fes
several of her original compositions tooned with Icis the guests disem
at the piano. Favors were little bot barked. Martha Jane Lyon was in
tles of perfume. Lois Hubin arrang charge of the arrangements.
Kappa Delta held its customary
ed the narty. and Mrs. A. G. Wakeman offered her home for the eve White Rose banquet at the Valley
Inn. Neenah. In keeping with the
ning.
Th* Zeta Tau Alpha's kept their theme of the party, the nut cups
CAMPUS t R E1 f( « S A HI Ml HI
guests guessing at their Friday par were in the shape of white roses,
the
favors
were
bud
vases,
and
ty, wh<ch was given at the home of
Mrs. Ralph Watts. There wa« not white roses were presented to each
only a treasure hunt to keep 'hem of the rushees by Jane Houls as
busy, but also a musical guessing Betty Hotchkiss played “Oniy a
game. The girls were well rewarded Rose” on the violin. Adele Steven
for working hard when they were son, visiting national inspector was
given favors of red lipstick tow the speaker of the evening.
“Stardust** was the theme of the
els.
The Kappa Alpha Theta planta Zeta Tau Alpha preference, ban
tion dinner at Mrs. George banta. quet, held at the Copper Kettle.
Jr.’s home, offered its share of sur Ruth Pfaff and Margaret Buswell
prises when Robert Neller. ventri were in charge of arrangements for
loquist. turned up to give a very en Ihe party.
Pledging Ends Rash Week
tertaining and locally interesting ncf
On Sunday, September 26. one
as h s part of the program. A »roup
of actives presented an operetta in hundred girls were ushered ini'.) the
the old style of heroes and vi’ lains first phase of their sorority affilia
tion at pledging ceremonies and
later in the evening.
banquets. After the more serious
Rushees Show Preferences
On Saturday evening prospective business of pledging, the neophytes
va
Greeks attended their last rushing were entertained at banquets
party before taking the fatal step rious hotels and alumnae homes.
The pledge banquet of Zeta Tau
which means “pledge work * and
Guess the Total Season Scores for Lawrence and
eventually the supreme goal of Alpha was held at the Conway ho
Total for Opponents.
Bring Guesses to
membership. These preference ban tel under the chairmanship of Raquets culminated a week of exten Mona Rochl. Angles, theorums. and
sive rushing, and brought closer the proofs went to make up the Geomet
end of a period of suspense which ric party of the Alpha Delta Pi’s,
You'll Never Do This
HECKERT SHOE CO
h a i been straining both the *»nter- given Sunday at the Valley Inn in
With Edgertons
Neenah. Co-chairmen were Adine
taincrs and entertained alike.
119 E College Ave.
The Kappa Alpha Theta’s gave a Clare and Mona Quell. “Happy
At
to 6. jo Edgertoo Shoes
buffet supper at the North Shore landings’* to the S. S. Lyrebird * id
country club. Anne Blakeman's the Alpha Chi Omega's at their
are U N U S U A L values. . . Stop
songs. Katherine Helmer's playing, pledge banquet at the Conway Htrtel
By Friday, Sept. 30, 5:30 P. M
in and see them.
and Katherine Tuchscherer’s rcad- Sunday. Seemingly slipping back
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What a
Difference a
Band Makes
FTER that walk-away at Whiting
field last Saturday and that spec
tacular Midwest meet last spring, it be
gins to look like a new athletic era is
dawning for Lawrence. In spite of the
lack of numbers on tho football squad,
Coach Bernie Heselton seems to have
done one swell job of polishing the team.
Perhaps we ought to set up an idol and
make offerings as appeasement to Old
Man Injury.
But, of course, in the midst of this
startling reawakening arises that peren
nial headache of the lack of college spirit
displayed here. For years past the col
umns of the Lawrentian have bee i filled
with appeals and pleas to the student
body, executive committee, the adminis
tration, and probably even the janitors to
do something about this seeming lack of
interest. And to judge from the results
obtained from these countless efforts, it
would appear to be almost an inherent
trait in Lawrence students.
However, the response to last year's
championship track team revealed a
glowing spark somewhere, which, if it
could be fanned into flame, might result
in student enthusiasm surpassing all
previous hopes. And now it begins to look
like Bernie Heselton is going to furnish
the long-absent fan.

LA W R EN T I AN

But more than a spark and a flame
arc necessary to start such a conflagra
tion. Someone has to throw a little kind
ling and wood on now and then to keep it
going. To the pep committee of the stu
dent body falls this function. Much can
be done to further college spirit here.
Busses can be chartered, and for a nomi
nal cost transportation to and from outof-town Lawrence games can be furn
ished for football fans. Something should
he done to organize cheering sections
more efficiently. Slogans can be invented
and publicity campaigns carried out for
important games.
Undoubtedly one of the greatest incentives to student spirit is an enterpris
ing pep band. For years Lawrence has
been scarcely able to boast of even a
semblance of such an organization. Con
troversy has raged furiously over the
lack of such a group. Last year an effort
was made to remedy the situation, and
the only apparent result was a supply of
capes and caps for uniforms.

Lack of Cooperation
Has Been Prevalent
A movement is now underway to or
ganize a functioning band. It obviously
deserves the support of everyone—stu
dents, faculty, and administration. The
tack of cooperation from students has
done much to stifle the band. Only six
students from the college proper partici
pated last year, and a survey has shown
that there are at least a hundred capable
musirfans among the student body. The
Conservatory with only a small selected
number of students cannot adequately
provide the full membership of a wellbalanced band. On the other hand, per
haps there has been a lack of incentive
for students. This is a difficult thing to
combat, but with the uniforms purchased
last year and the efforts now underway,
this objection should be materially de
creased.
It resolves once more to a question of
spirit. The satisfaction and pleasure ob
tained from participating in an enterpris
ing band far overbalances any apparent
lack of incentive. But it is always necesscary first to overcome the inertia and
atrophy engendered by years of indiffer
ence. It may be necessary to depend pri
marily upon the freshmen, who have not
been subjected to this environment of
super-sophistication, but that is indeed a
sad state of affairs.
,
And so a committee is starting with a
clean slate to reorganize the band. Every
effort is being made to stimulate interest.
The cooperation of the administration has
already been promised. Indications are
that the band may be taken to the Ripon
homecoming game if the response war
rants such a step. But there is no time for
delay if Lawrence is to have a band on
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GRIN AND BEAR IT
'

By Lichty
Bedtim e story: H ankie Hog, editor of

A

Much Depends Upon
The Pep Committee

Thursday# September

the Barnyard Arom a, was grunting in 
structions to aspiring reporters one sun*
ny day. The B. A. was a very desirable
paper to w ork for, and a ll the novices in
the pen and around it were anxious to do
their bit. So H ankie H og made appoint
ments to see each of them at various
times beginning at eight o’clock the next
m orning.
Now. there was another publication,
the D unghylle A nnual, not a competitive
organization, but none the less the other
party in the perpetual feud. The editor,
R u thie Cow, dropped in on H ankie Hog
on a diplom atic visit. She started the con
versation by asking for an appointm ent,
since it seemed to be the thing to do at
the moment. H ankie Hog said, “ Very w ell.
Y o u come at 5:30 tom orrow m orning.
Jackie Jaque-Azz, m anaging editor of the
Barnyard Arom a, was present also, and
as arbiter, brayed, “L et’s put this on a
tangible basis. W e’ll each put a dollar on
it, and m ake our hour of rising w orth
w hile." So they did.
A t 5:30 the next m orning, H ankie Hog
plodded dow n to the office. Five m inutes
later, Jack ie Jaque-Azz kicked through,
and the twro waited. B ut no R uthie Cow.
The tw o w ho considered their dollars
Don't you dare throw that hat away—it’s cost me a fortune in check*
w orth it, split the third dollar between
rooms.**
them, and w ent to sleep on a table u n til
eight o’clock. They d id n ’t live hap pily
We Hitch Our
W hat W ill Committees
ever after, because diplom atic relations
Hove to Offer Ut?
Wagon to a Star
between the Barnyard A rom a and the
ITH the announcement in today's D u n ghylle A n n u a l were once more sev
EMBERS of the student executive
issue of the appointments of a ered.
committee will meet for their ini
tial meeting of this year tomorrow to hear managing editor and several department
(A u th o r’s note: The w’orst you can say
reports of committee chairmen and to editors, the Lawrentian staff begins to about this story is that it smells.)

M

W

transact other necessary business. Here is take on a semblance of its final organiza
an opportunity for Lawrence students to tion form. Many posts yet remain to be
become familiar with the workings of filled, including those remaining depart
their own student government. The meet ment editors, feature writers, and report
ing will be held in Room 11, Main hall, ers. More than 85 freshman aspirants
have signified their desire to participate
and all students are urged to attend.
on the editorial staff, and a number near
According to the constitution, reports ly that large signed for the business staff.
of the pep, homecoming, and social chair
In May of this year for the third con
men are to be presented. It is well that secutive time, the Lawrentian was
this should be done early in the year, for awarded an All-American rating, the
much of Lawrence student activities de highest offered by the National Scholastic
pends upon the successful functioning of Press association. In each succeeding year
the publication has shown improvement
these groups.
Already the pep committee under Bob meriting this award. While w’e feel justiLeverenz has a sizeable job on its hands, ! fiably proud of last year’s issues, every
one which pep committees in the past effort will be made to maintain this steady
have undertaken without conspicuous improvement again this year.
It is indeed gratifying to note the large
success. Elsewhere on this page appears
a discussion of the problem of Lawrence’s number of students who volunteered to
lack of college spirit. We have therein work. Naturally it is physically impossi
suggested a few possible devices to help ble as well as impracticable to include all
encourage such spirit, the most important aspirants on the staffs. A strenuous try
of which is the whole-hearted suppori of a out period will be necessary, and upon the
college band. But it is a problem for basis of its results the final selection will
which a solution will be extremely diffi be made. Competition will be strong, and
cult to find, and we shall be more than obviously some would-be-journalists must
anxious to hear Leverenz’ plans for the needs be disappointed when the final staff
is announced. But this should not be cause
remainder of the year.
for despair. Many will find that their
Homecoming,
natural aptitudes are better suited to
Three Weeks Away
some
other form of extra-curricular ac
Homecoming is less than a month
away, and considerable plans should have tivity, and still others will find another
been laid for it by now. Last year's cele opportunity when a succeeding tryout pe
bration far outstripped any previous one riod is held later in the year.
With enthusiasm and hopes high, the
within the short span of our memory, but
much more must be done this year than Lawrentian begins another year striving
merely to repeat what produced results to maintain its record of improvement
last year. Changes must be made for the and to justify another All-American rat
better, or the insidious backslide will once ing. And with continued enthusiasm from
again gain increasing momentum. A plan the staff and cooperation from students,
for the immediate contact of alumni is faculty, administration, and other patrons,
necessary, and it is not too early to begin the Lawrentian can—and will—repeat.
an extensive publicity campaign. An in
novation tried last year which deserves Quotable Quotes
*‘It would be a good idea for everyone
repetition is an effective bleacher cheer
ing unit using variously colored cards. to come back to school and get their ears
These are but a few minor suggestions slapped down after being out in business
which should be far overshadowed by a while.” Businessman Julius F. Stone,
Jr., forsakes business for a term, and
chairman Bodilly’s report.
Bob Stocker’s social program seems al tells why he returned to Harvard for
ready to be well underway with his an more education.
nouncement of Wally Miller's orchestra
for Saturday night’s first All-College dance. All indications are that it will be
the field for this football season, and it
should be humiliating to be forced to re
sort to the Appleton High school organization for Homecoming.

*

*

*

Note to freshmen: Don't feel bad
ly. You have to be a freshman to be
a sophomore, and when you re a
sophomore you can be like that too.
•
•
•
Here's a b^t of advice for you who
never know the score at a football game.
I f the cheerleaders look as though they’ve
ju s t indulged in a bow l of Pep, the out
look is bad. B u t if they are praising A llah
w ith a w orn and shredded look, then as
sure yourselves that our score is in the
higher brackets.
*

*

*

Jim Whitford, the r,md in the
S i r Ep spinach, remarks that he
would like to be a river, so he
could follow his course without
leaving his bed.
•

•

•

Speaking of football games, it m ight be
added that the attraction behind the
bleachers is in fin itely greater than on the
gridiron. There is an excellent view of
flat feet, square feet, pigeon toes, C harlie
C haplin stances, striped socks, checkered
socks, baggy socks and gartered socks.
Floogie has nothing on a w orm ’s eye view
of a football crowd.
*

*

*

Flash! Lehner hasn't been Budgeed from his private league during
tho past summer. May we liken
him to the mountain that couldn't
be moved?
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Vikings to Meet Coe in Crucial Battle
Kohawks Rated as
Major Contender
In Midwest Race
Rodilly Fractures Wrist in
Scrimmage; Lubenow Reports
Lawrence college gridders will
meet a major crisis in their foot*
ball program when Coe College of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, invades Whit
ing field Saturday. The Kohawks
are celebrating the twenty-fifth an
niversary of their coach. Mory Tby,
and are supposed to be the strongest
contender for the Midwest cham
pionship so far. It is the opening
conference game for Lawrence, and
will be called Heselton Day in hon
or of the new Viking mentor Coo
lost last week to St. Ambrose in the
last five minutes on a break, al
most smashing the 24 game winning
streak of their nationally rec'ifinized opponents, who boast a .‘ quad
of 60 men. The Iowa team is a vet
eran aggregation, containing only
one sophomore.
Bodilly Injured
The first casualty of the season hit
Coach
Heselton Tuesday night,
when Jack Bodilly, first strin«; tac
kle, broke his wrist while scrim
maging the strong freshman team.
A shift will be made, Lubenow
probably moving from a guard spot
to the left tackle post. T his will
mean that Cy Seibold. who has
been nursing a sore s h o u ld e r all
season so far, will get the starting
call at guard.

Coe Backfleld Speedy

Greek Golfers
Open Cup Race
sports

Joe Koffend, last year’s
columnist, informs me that onefourth of all college football games
are being played at night this year.
This is an important thing for peo
ple around here to realize, says Joe.
The Midwest Conference has
players who are every bit as oig as
the Big Ten now,
with
Vince
Jones, 286 pound tackle, weighing
the same as the largest man in '!iat
league, Iowa’s 285 pound tackle.
Jones has been following the ex
ample of Tony Galento, the wouldbe boxer, and has trained all sum
mer throwing beer barrels around
at his dad’s brewery at Kaukauna.
And if Lawrence has the biggest,
then Monmouth has the smallest
man in the loop. Witmarsh. varsity
end. tips the scales at a bare 130
pounds.
If you feel like reading a good
article o:t college football, look
over Francis Wallace's article in
the Saturday Evening Post.
Wallace really has the cold dope
on the football situation in the
United States.
Remember John
Vogel.
Law
rence’s star tackle of a few seasons
back? He tried out with the C hi
cago Bears of the National Pro
League, this year, but failed to sur
vive the cut.
Two of Lawrence’s late athletes
have been branching out into the
field of baseball this summer, fc'van
VandeWalle, football and track star,
played short stop for New London
knapstein Brews in the Northern
State league. He batted .294 and led
the league in home runs, clouting
a quartet of four base hits. Cliff
Burton toed the mound for the
Greenville Merchants and had fair
success.
Maybe you knew that Pug Lund.
Minnesota's All-American back, was
enrolled in Lawrence once. He
couldn’t find a job to earn his
board, so he packed up and left
after two weeks. Somebody slipped
up there.
Ed Walters, who was a freshman
here two years ago has transferred

67 College Golf Links
W. A. A. Opens Year
Are Now in Operation
With Intersorority
With
the opening of the Ohto
Archery Tournament State University
golf course this

W. A. A. has another bang-up year, the number of college and un i
sports schedule lined up for this versity operated links reached 67,
year, and w ill start off the fail sea according to figures gleaned *rom
son with the opening of the inter National golf course statistics.
In the East Princeton, Yale, Har
sorority archery contest on Wednes
L i n k s
day, October 12. The W. A. A. intra vard. Penn State and Villanova are
mural sports will lead off on Oc among the leading schools op^iating
Greek golfers meet in medal play
courses while Iowa, Minmsota,
at 1:30 p. m. on the Butte des Mortes tober 12 with hockey.
There will be two important Michigan and Notre Dame ?tand
links to give the supremacy race
next
two out in the mid-west along -vith
an early start, with the additional j meetings within the
weeks in order to be sure of ¿jetting Wooster and Ohio State in Ohio.
honor of being the first to possess
In the west the more representative
the new traveling trophy, similar to things started In correct tempo. On schools operating courses for iheir
the basketball placque now on dis-1 October 3 at 7 p. m., there will be students arc Washington. Stanford,
play at the library, going to the an intersorority council meeting, Oklahoma.
Montana
State and
low scorers. The golfers are expect-1a 'd on October 5, at the same iime, South Dakota State. Offic-ia's in
ed to put on a good show for the there will be an intramural ir.cet- national golf circles have no hesi
gallery of interested LawrenMans ing, which all field captains and tancy in predicting that the numDer
schedule managers must attend.
it is hoped will turn out for the:
Both meetings will be held ir. the of college operated courses will be
event.
doubled within the next few years.
new W. A. A. clubroom.
Only two of last year’s competi-1
tors will show this year, Bob Noonin the graduate school and upper
en of the Phi Delts with a 95 last 1 1 ,4 1 4 U. W . Students
|classes.
year, and Jim Whitford who swunr.1
Set
E
n
ro
lm
e
n
t
Record
Last year the enrolment rcached
on down with a 106 for the Sit».
Another enrolment record was a record high of* 10.737, which fig
Eps. The Delts will miss Suszicki
and Rath, last year's winners, but smashed at the University of Wis ure represented an increase over
put their faith in the new combina-1consin as 11.214 students completed the previous year of about 750 stu
tion of Jackson and Faleide who registrations to form the largest dents. Thus, during the past two
promise scores in the low nineties; student body in the school's B!) years, regular session enrolment in
the State University has increased
or better. Noonan and Wood for the year history.
Although this number is almost by about 1,500 students.
Phi Delts, and Whitford and Masterson for the Sig Eps should fur 700 larger than last year's enrol
nish close competition for the D elt1ment, the rise is not due to an in 
golfers, while the Betas bid fair to crease in the freshman class, ac
be the dark horse of the meet by cording to Registrar Curtis R. Merentering Kolb and Schade, two riman. This year’s freshman total
sophomore townies with reputedly is hovering around the 2,425 mark
good scores on the local links. The set by last year’s group. However,
Delta Sigs and Phi Taus boast of no there has been a decided increase
great golfing strength but are
stringing along with Welch and
Girl»’ Official
Zwicker for the former, and Lang
White
Sweat Shirts
and Spangle for the latter

Season Opens Today
Rutte des Morts

at

89c

Fred Leech to H ead

Coe will boast one of the fastest
backfields ever to represent the
Delt A lu m n i G ro u p
school on the gridiron. Their run
Fred Leech, former student body
ning attack is built around their
president and member of the 1937
fullback, Eddie Cisler, a big hardgraduating class recently was elect
running boy. Captain Bob Norris
ed president of the Fox river val
is a bulwark in the line. He scales
ley alumni association of Delta
221 and won honorable mention as
Tau Delta. Leech is a resident of
a center in 1937. Ronald Smith, the
Neenah.
left tackle, was second team AllClifford Burton, a member of
Midwest last year.
|test, so Heselton is driving the boy*
the recent graduating class and
Ade Dillon, who scouted the Coe- hard to get them in tip-top shape.
resident of Appleton was at the
St. Ambrose game, comments that
Coe has won the only two cames
same time chosen as secretary of
the Coe line is the best he has ev- ever played with I.awrence in the the organization for the coming
er seen in this conference. They are early days of the Midwest conferyear.
big. fast-charging, and can rially ence. The two schools have not met
make it tough. Laims, a newcomer, on the gridiron since 1926. With
made such a good showing at tacklc Mory Eby’s silver anniversary. Ber- to Carleton and is playing first
in the St. Ambrose game that he nie Heselton's first conference hat- string tackle for the Northmen. He
took the right tackle post a w a v from tie, and two strong contender« for scales 220 now.
the veteran Rftnald Smith, who was the Midwest crowrn, the stage *s set
shifted to the other side of the line, for one of the best games of the
The ends are Martin, who is big. year.
William G. Keller
and Prasch, a basketball man, who
Probable starting lineup for Sat-1
is fast but small. Dillon also reports urday’s game:
Opt. D.
that Coe has a potent aerial attack Lawrence
Coc
especially right over the cenler of Nystrom
IE
Martin ]
Lawrence H. Keller
the line.
j Lubenow
LT
R. Smith
Drill on Defense
Hattcn
LG
Slapetis j
Opt. D
The Viking defense looked rag- Garvey
C
Norris <capt)
Red in spots against N. W . and some ( Seiboid
RG
L am b 1
time must be devoted this week to! Jones
RT
Leiim |
OPTOMETRISTS
defensive drill. The offense looked
E
Prosch |
encouraging but must be smooth- Macrtzweiler
QB
Sacorro or
ed out before it can be expected toj
Marshall
121 W. College Ave.
be effective against as strong a team Buesing
LHB
Kinch
Tel. 2415
as Coe. The first stringers can look Novakofski
RHB
Woosper
for little or no relief in this con-1Kaemmer
FB
Cisler

bad0 be
re a
too.
’ou who
11 game.
1 they've
the outng A lla h
then ass in the

the
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I hr
fiout

m ight be
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view of
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eye view

Girls* Official

White Gym Shoes

89c
Spalding

Hand Ball Gloves

98c
Spalding

Hand Balls

35c
Spalding

Bosket Boll Shoes

1.98 - 2.45
and 2.95
POND SPORT
SHOPS INC.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
SPALDING ATHLETIC
GOODS
Wholesale and Retail
133 E. College Ave.
PHONE 1980

s i * - :
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LOST?

Smart

Your watch, books, fountain pen,
jacket, girl?

Shoes

.

tg the colrd of Con>n, Wis.

For the "Modern Miss / /

1938

Vess

Our selection of fine quality shoes for compus or
dress wear is hard to beat. All at popular prices.

r Sept. 20,
eton. Wis.,
Company,
r $2.50.

YOUNG M E N 'S OXFORDS

tor-in-chief

Our Fall line of "Crosby-Squares" are knock-outs—
come in and see them!

ïing Editor
ts
. . . Society
. . . . Sports
... Feature

Crepe soles, brogues, and smort dress
patterns— we have them a l l ..................
Others $3.00— $4.00— $6.00

BOHL & MAESER

•IN« «V

8,Inc.

M

Quality Shoes

«. N. Y.
MMCI9CO

213 No. Appleton St.

Repairing given prompt and careful attention!

1

Books, old quiz papers,
a honey?

FOUND?
Pocket book, Love?

J J"

¡s Manager
fs Manager

WANTED?

USE THE LAW RENTIAN
CLASSIFIED CO LU M N

25c

per insertion
limit 35 words

Deadline Noon on Monday — Preceding Date of Publication

We never dreamed that
Varsity-Town was ex
pecting
a
"blessed
event" . . . . but that's
what it amounted
to
when their
designing
rooms gave birth to this
great coat idea. "Twin
way" . . . attractively
lined for heavy winter
duty,
but
for milder
weather the lining can
be zipped out in record
time
Be the proud pos
sessor of "Twinway" . . .
that very smart
and
practical coat!

*30
Other zipper out coots

$25.00

Jjfenonkjb,

jg p .« s a s » .g a |
417 W. College Ave.
PHONE 287

—

.« 9c Six
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Novakofski Stars
As Vike Gridders
Tip Northwestern
Lateral* Help Lawrencr
Trounce Watertown
Team, 3 W )
Averaging over ten yard* every
time he carried the ball, Obbie
Novakofski led Bernic Hesol ton's
1938 team to a 39 0 victory over
Northwestern college of Water
town. This is the largest score
I jiwrence has piled up in many a
year. Northwestern battled game
ly, though outweighed and outleaved for the most part, and un
leashed a drive featuring a passing
attack that had them m Lawrenre
territory when the game ended.
Lawrence scored on five plays in
the first three minutes of the game,
with Novakofski galloping 25 yards
to start things off and Buesing
taking a lateral pass on the ISyard line and goidg over for the
touchdown. Crawford kicked the
extra point, 7-0.
Obbie Trata t l Yard*
A 21-yard jaunt around end by
Obbie led up to Lawrence’s second
touchdown. Kaetnmer did a piece
of fancy running as he plunged
across from the 12-yard line. This
time Crawford’s kick was wide.
A few minutes later. Hem pel
punted to Novakofski on the L a w
rence 18-yard line. Obbie went
hack and booted one 82 yards over
the
Northwestern goal. H e r e
Northwestern fumbled and Craw
ford recovered for the Vikings on
the 20-yard line. After four plays,
Obbie went over front the six yard
line. Beautiful blocking by Maertzweiler and Kaemmcr featured this
play. Crawford’s kick was wide
and the first quarter ended 19-0.
Scoreless gee— d Quarter
Here Bernie started putting in
reserves and though the ball was
in Northwestern territory moat of
the time. Lawrence’s only threat
was staved off by a IS yard pen

R

the

EYIEWS
.With “Ibby” Holt.

A

T last! Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire are reunited.
The
screen “divorce” of
America’s favorite dancers has
been ended by the production of
"Carefree”, which comes to the
Rio on Friday. In this, their new
est success, Fred is a psychiatrist
to Ginger, an actress, who. as is
to be expected, falls in love with
him. The plot of the picture is
complicated, and unroariously fun
ny, especially when Ginger is
hypnotised by Fred to release her
inhibitions and goes on a rampage,
doing everything she had always
wanted to do and never dared.
At times, the complications seem
almost too involved, and the show
drags a little, but the rest of the
picture is exciting enough to make
up for those interludes. Ralph Bel»
lamy, whose acting ability is well
known by everyone, is Ginger’s
official fiancee who is finally left
standing at the altar. As usual, the
dancing is superb and four new
songs by Irving Berlin add their
appeal to the picture. If you like
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire,
and who doesn’t, be sure to see
"Carefree."
The second picture is "Smashing
the Rackets’* — another addition
to the long list of crime pictures
which have been invading our
theatres lately. Chester Morris.
Frances Mercer, and Bruce Cabot
head the cast and do a very good
job of it, too

D

O YOU like to laugh till you're
sick? Do you Uke pictures
with more humor than rense.
no emoting, no sorrow? In short, do
you like the three Ritz Brothers?
Then don't miss their newest show.
"Straight Place and Show.” Al
though the three mad Ritzes s*re a
show in themselves. Ethel Merman.
Richard Arlen. and Phyllis Brooks
arc additions that really add. "ven
if they sometimes make two and
two reach five, that’s what the Ritz
es can do for you. The story Is by
Damon Runyon, and all of you who
have ever even heard the name
know what that means. As usual.

Novakofski
Buesing
Kaemmer
Everett
Weidman

27
6
21

9
1

I

» H

Thursday, September

Jap Invasions
Ruin Libraries

EVIEWI1SG

alty.
In the third period Kaemmer
25
plunged across from the 1-yard Maertz weiler
line after Obbie’s 41-yard jaunt,
«7 472
and a 12-yard lateral to Art had
put the ball in acariñe position.
Forward Passes
This was Kaemmer’s second touch
A C I
P
down.
1 0 0 .000
One more acore was added in Novakofski
1 0 0 .000
the third qaarter.
Novakofski Buesing
2 0 0 .000
counting on a double lateral. This Weidman
Everett
2 0 0 .000
time the kick was good. 32 0.

Reaervea Fat One Over
The reserves got their chance
again in the foarth quarter and
looked fair on offense, but weak
on defense. Northwestern unleash
ed a pass attack with Hempel and
Sauer pitching, and Toeppel, end
and captain, receiving. Toeppel
.snatched them from high out of
the air, making the Lawrence pas.«
defense look bad.
Everett and Novakofski alter
nated in carrying the ball down
the field for the last marker. O b
bie scampered the last I t yard.«
in one of the most beautiful pieces
of running ever seen on W hiting
field. Everett plunged over for the
extra point. Final score 39-0.
Some statistics on the game:
Yards Gained From Scrimmage
T T.Y A

L A W R E N T IA N
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Library Association Seeks
Books to Replace
Those Destroyed
A letter has just been received
by the librarian from the Am eri
can Library association in which
there is an appeal for books for
Chinese libraries which have been
destroyed in the course of Japanese
invasion. The appeal is made
through Dr. T. L Yuan, chairman
of the executive board of the li
brary Association of China. Books
are needed badly for those cultural
institutions whose buildings and
equipment have been destroyed.
To quote Dr. Yuan:
. .urgent de
mand for Western literature is ov
erwhelmingly impelling. . . The
present hostilities. . . may drag
on for a considerable time to come.
In the meantime. Chinese scholars
have to be provided with an edeouate supply of material so that
there shall be no intellectual stag
nation and inactivity.”
Hie International Exchange bu
reau of the Smithsonian institu
tion is ready to take care af ship
ment of books to Hong Kong where
Dr. Yuan maintains headquarters
for the Library Association of
China.
Books are needed especially in
the fields of science, technology,
medicine, literature, including any
pamphlet material which might be
of value to college or university
students or professors. In fact, any
thing but popular fiction is need
ed. If any person on the campus
has duplicate books to dispose of
they may be brought to the library
and they will be taken care of.
The Committee of Sponsors con
tains such names as Dr. Harry
Emerson Fosdick. Bishop James
Edward Freeman, Mr. Owen Lattimore. Dr. Robert Millikan, Am
bassador C. T. Wang, and Dr. Ray
Lyman Wilbur.

I
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Vocational School
Offers Courses

R

USH week over and now we

can settle down to some good
honest to goodness studying
. . . and try in between tim-s to
keep active enough to keep this
column going. Snide's certainly was
the jam session during rush week
. . . they tell me a certain frat
invited everyone to have cokes on
the house. . . good rush point
until the next night all the gals
paid back . . . we see that there
really should be another sorority
on campus too. there were so many
swell kids that couldn’t be includ
ed in the quotas . . . by the way
we see where one of our outstand
ing alums has a little sis in Theta,
here’s hoping you can keep Humie
on campus Bev.
a
a
a
See where one of the new fresh
men gals has stepped in to take
Morgan’s place. . . and Sig Ep’s
John is hitting it off with another
. . . we never see Jack around
anymore except when he is over
seeing Dane's sister. . . . this
year’s lovers seem ta be Howie and
Marge, we see them walking every
where hand-in-hand . . . but a
question that really has us guessing
is that DeR idol and what is Bar
bara doing this weekend if some
one comes up from home, as mmors
have it she Is?
a
a
a
Pete saaaaa ta have his pia back
far gaad this time aad la Jaaa
coming lata the pietares. . . is
Rathte’s pia back ar to she hiding
tt ar jsai aaviag M .. . . where
.’s tai uresis thto year . .
bp the way we eertaiaiy
let af a eertaia lit
tle W illie with the fraahmaa galto sappaaed ta have alt the
. . aad qaeatleaa af the
week are. . . what w ill Betty da
withoat her Bay. . . Hewle with
out his Badge. . . Hetea aRbeat her Jack . . . and an lata
the night. Seems the earnpas Is
aaade ap af halves of caaples. . .

Evening Classes to Begin
October 10 From 7:15
P. M. to 9 P. M.
Registration for all types of eve
ning school classes offered at the
Appleton Vocational school were
held the first three days of this
week, according to Herb Heilig.
vocational advisor. Those Law 
rence students who wish to study
any of the subjects offered are
urged to attend. The school is at
105 E. Kimball street.
Evening classes will begin Octo
ber 10 and will be held from 7:15
to • o’clock on scheduled evenings.
Classes not listed will be offered
if a sufficient number enrol. A fee
of $1 is required ordinarily but
will be refunded to students who
attend 80 per cent of the class ses
sions.
Following are the classes which
will be offered in the commercial
division:
bookkeeping,
corpora
tions, C.P.A. coaching, shorthand
speed, shorthand and typing, typ
ing. business English, showcard
writing, salesmanship and life in
surance principles.
at that rate we will never be
able la heap gaad aid Lawrence
aa the s a p Im social affairs,
a
a
a
This week’s spot we might turn
onto the frosh and sophs and their
leaders . . . but this thing has to
go to press . and we can’t v/ait
to see who is going to win . . . so
what could be more appropriate
than to introduce to everyone Dupie
and his satchel . . or haven't you
heard that one yet . . . she isn’t
big enough to be a bag.

the plot is more than mixed up and.
as may be gathered from the ti
tle, it centers around the race track.
Bedlam and laughs are the winners
by at least three lengths. If you go
to see it. take plenty of kleenex. for
I can guarantee that you'll laugh till
you weep.
With ‘‘Straight, Place and Shew”
on the screen next weekend is "The
Mysterious Mr. Moto,” with Peter
Lorre taking the leading ro!e. A
gloomy superthriller, this will cool
you off from the Ritz Brothers and
send you home in a properly chas
tened mood.

« 0 0 .000
Dale Carnegie, apostle of friend
ship and influence, is the favorite
ranting
No. of Total Ave. columnist of West Texas State col
lege students.
punts yards
Novakofski
Everett

5
4

235
13«

47
34

371

41

Retaras of Pants
No. of Totaì Ave.
returns yards
Novakofski
6
64
11
Wiedtnan
2
10
5
74

Novakofski
Kaemmer
275 10 Buesing
34 6 Crawford
95 S Everett
4« 5
-3 -3

Sear lag
G T Pat Fg Tp
1 3 0 0
18
1 2 0
1 0 2
1 0 2
1 0 1
«

0

0
0
0

12
2
2
1

3 0 39

A n A bsolute

FORGERY,
M y Dea r W a I»on!
• “This will is dated 1894. Utter
ly imponible! I t couldn’t have
been written before 1937,because
my chemical teats prove it was
inscribed with Penit, the remark
able new ink created by Sanford
only last year. Elementary . . .
my dear Watson!”
Amazing, Sherlock! For the
benefit of Dr. Watson and other
students in the Crime Detection
School, may we add:
Penit is a free-flowing, troubleproof ink. It has an attractive
greenish blue color. You can
count on it for smooth, easywriting . . . always! Because it's
pen-tested for all makes of pens.

CHANGE YOUR
FACE
COMPLETELY
... any timet
... anywhere!
( / ( hen your mirror says "tmpltit neu makt-up nttdtd ”. .. now

you can have it . . . any time. ..
anywhere! Simply take a lotionized QUICKIES pad from the
QUICKIES vanity in your purse
.. . wipe off the old make-up
«a a jiffy and pat oa the new!
QUICKIES are marvelous . . .
really cleanse...woo’t dry your
skin. . . in fact, they soothe and
soften it like magic. You'll be
crazy about them!

Golden warm and vibrant is
Incas-Tan, recalling the splendor
of ancient Peru! It lands spicy
rhythm to Fall costumes . . . a
spirited foil for Black, Blues,
Greens, harmonious with Brown,
e "must" for Mustard acces
sories so smart with Teal Blue.

2 -oa. b o ttle, 15c; 4 - o k . hottla
w ith ch a m o is p e n w ip e r, 25c.

QUI CKI ES
Anti-Drying

C L E A N S I N G

P A D S

The Pettibone-Peabody Co.

$1.00 and $1.35

S A N F O R D 'S
W e e k o f Sept. 1 9 - Travel the " B v y W a y ” for Am ertcoe Sv n e * * 1

S K I

T he Pen-Tented In ti
f o r A ll Mmke a o f
F o u n ta in Pens

Î

ir

PETTIBONE'S
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Thiesmeyer Leads Lawrence
Students on Eventful Summer
Geology T rip in Colorado
Lincoln R. Thiesmeyer, assistant
professor of geology, spent a large Washington9s Name
part of his summer in a geological
Is Found on Alumni
summer camp n e a r
Colorado
Rolls of University
Springs, Colorado. He drove out,
George
Washington and three of
taking with him from Appleton
Ralph Seeger ’40, Bob Arndt '40, his nephews are listed on the
Phil Verhage ’41, B ill Vickery *41, alum ni rolls of the University of
Pennsylvania, according to old re
and Albert Glockzin, son of Pro*
cords
discovered by university of
fessor Glockzin of the Conserva
tory. The camp, where Mr. Theis- ficials.
The first president received the
meyer is assistant director, is con
ducted
by
the
University
of honorary degree of doctor of laws
! from the university in 1783 and
Louisiana.
asked the board of trustees to place
The students traveled to points j
his name on the alum ni roster.
of geological interest and scenic
One of the nephews, Bushrod
beauty in the surrounding region.
Washington, was one of the first
They saw the Spanish Peaks, Crip students in the
university’s law
ple Creek gold district, the C li
school. He was placed under the
max district, in which are located
tutelage of James Wilson, a signer
the largest mines of molybdenum of the Declaration of Independence
in the world, this ore being used and founder of the law school.
George Steptoe Washington and
as an alloy in steel, dyes, and in
the paper industry, the Royal Augustin Washington, two other
Gorge, Rocky Mountain National nephews entered in the university
Park, and Pike's Peak.
by their uncle, were members of
Vickery Reaches New Height«
the class of 1792.
One night, in accordance with
camp tradition, all the men clim b
ed Pike's Peak on foot, up the
Barr tra il The trail starts at an
altitude of 7,000 feet and is thir
teen mile« to the summit, a height
of 14,109 feet. The camp record
for the trip had been three hours
and twenty minutes. Bill Vickery,
however, managed to establish a
Since Cecil John Rhodes, British
new record of three hours and
empire
builder, founded them with
eight minutes, despite the fact that
he was one of the last of the group a fund left at his death in 1902,
Rhodes scholarships have become
to get started.
Methods of field mapping were one of the most inviting prizes of
studied in the camp area. A good fered undergraduates in the Lnited
collection of fossil plants was se States.

Navy Band to Appear
Here on Thirteenth
Annual Concert Tour
The United States Navy band,
which will come to Appleton
October 10 on its annual tour of
the country, had its beginning
shortly after the World war.
Musicians of international note
had entered the service during the
war and joined the service bands,
but with the coming of the armis
tice and the demobilization of th :
uniformed forces, the bands disap
peared as quickly as they had been
assembled.
When the great band that had
been maintained at the Washington
Navy yard during the war dw in
dled immediately to 18 musicians,
the navy department demanded a
m u s jcaj u n jj thjtf would adequately
represent the navy in the capital
city and throughout the United
States.
The demand was fulfilled when
Charles Benter, then serving ns
bandmaster aboard the U. S. S.
Connecticut, was appointed to or{?ani*e tlie United States Navy
band
In 1925, after numerous insistent
requests, the band was permitted
to leave Washington on a concert
tour. Since that time the annual
, concert tours authorized by Act of
Congress and approved by the
President have made it possible for
large audiences outside the nation's
capital to hear the band.

Rhodes' Scholars Didn’t
Win Fame, Report Shows

cured at a famous place near Gioriseant, Colorado. These were bur
ied in volcanic ash on the floor of
a huge lake, long ago drained.
Eruptions occurred in the region
about thirty million years ago.
Cam p lasted from June • until
August 4. Everyone arose at 5:)0
a. m. and by seven, he was out in
the field, taking his lunch with
him. Back in camp at 4 p. m„ the
evenings were spent in classifying
and writing up the day's report.

The students were given six credits
for the summer at camp. The av
erage report at the end of the ses
sion was 150 pages.

Peels off a Century!

Governor Leche of Louisiana
was touring in Colorado with his
fam ily and bodyguard this sum
mer. On the way to Royal Gorge,
he noticed the camp sign and
ordered the chaffeur to drive in.
Although a regent of the state
university. Governor Leche didn’t
know of the existanco of the camp
until he saw the sign. An unex
pected quiz had kept the fellows
in camp that morning,
so the
whole camp was on hand to greet
him. A former henchman of Huey
Long. Leche proved to be a man of
the same pattern. Very interested
in the camp, he soon grew expan
sive and promised vast improve
ments, and asked for a list of sug
gestions which he promised to see
carried out. An affable soul, he
consented to have his picture taken
at the wheel of an old tin lizzy be
longing to one of the boys. Before
he left, he invited the entire camp
to be his guests at the Rodeo in
Cheyenne, Wyoming, on July 6.
He peeled off a hundred dollar bill
for transportation money as an
added inducement.
In the Limelight
At the Rodeo the camp members
sat in the governor’s box, their
presence was announced over the
loud speaker, and they had the
privilege of shaking hands with
such illustrious visitors as the gov
ernor of Colorado, the mayor of
Cheyenne, and several senators,
all of whom came up to the box
to meet them. Best of all, the camp
was given another hundred dol
lars for spending money.
As tangible evidence that their
summer consisted of plenty of
work as well as fun, the boys
brought back ‘.o Lawrence material
for the geology classes and for the
museum. Some of it is now on dis
play on the stairs in Science hall.
Later, there w ill be a large exhibi
tion in the library.
Music’s Role in World Fair
A Music Building, ceating 2,500,
is to be a centre for the great in
ternational music festivals which
w ill be a feature of the New York
W orld’s Fair 1939. World-famous
Ringers, instrumentalists and con
ductors are to participate, composi
tions of every land and era are to
be presented.

Foge Seven
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College, Paper Institute Have
Combined Budget of $750,000
Lawrence college has been char
acterized by Thomas N. Barrows,
president, as Appleton’s oldest and
most stable industry while the Col
lege and Institute of Paper Chem
istry are regarded as important ec
onomically to this community as
they are intellectually and econom
ically.
The combined budgets of the two
institutions call for expenditures in
Appleton of $680,000 during 1938. In 
cluded in the $680,000 is $480,000 by
the College and of this figure. $>255,000 represents salaries and $225,000
for other than personnel services.
The Institute will spend $200 >HX) in
the city.
The two institutions, employing
240 persons, have a current budget
of more than three-quarters of a
million dollars and it is steady in 
creasing
The paper chemistry institute

started in 1930 with a staff of live,
three students, a $40,000 m nual
budget and was quartered in two
rooms of Alexander gymnasium.
Today the institute employs «» staff
of 75, had 44 students last semester
and a $300,000 budget. BuiMings
are valued at $320,000 and equip
ment is worth $500,000.
“Very conservative figures" show
that I.awr<-nce fraternity
louses
produce an annual revenue
the
city of $35,000 and the students, who
buy food and clothing and . pend
money for entertainment, annually
leave $70,000 in the city. Thry are
included in the total estimate of
$680,000
Adding the expenditures 'it the
two institutions over a 9-year per
iod from 1930 through 1938, the Col,eRe spent , 4025 ,000. the’ institute
$1,350,000. fraternities $300,000 and
students $650,000, a grand total of
$6,350,000
Nearly all contracts for C>II^ge
and Institute construction
nave
been awarded to local Fox river
valley contractors and during the
the College budget did
‘IlniverMty of U fe ’ W ill depression
not drop below $400,000.
Receive Gifts
Hold Fir»! Meeting
Aid to students is made possible
October 2
through generosity of friends if the
College who have given liberally to
Six discussion groups are plan erect buildings and to establish en
ned for the first meeting of the dowments. Since the College was
University
of
Life on Sunday , organized 90 years ago, more than
October 2. Andrea Stephenson will . three and a half million dollars has
be the student presiding at “Be- ! been given to build plants and for
liefs That Matter,** while James |endowments. Gifts have been reOrwig will preside at the groups ceived from more than 1.200 indi
discussing "Social and Economic viduals during the last 12 years.
The College has operated with an
Problems". “Can There Be a U ni
fied Christian Church?" will have nual deficits of $30.000 to $40.000 the
John Hemphill leading, and M ir last six or seven years which have
iam Lee Porter will head “Per been paid through gifts by mem
sonality Adjustment”. C h a r l e s bers of the board of trustees. Last
Koerble will preside at the group May. a total at $83,000 had been rediacussing “Marriage and
the ccivcd this year in gifts.

Religious Groups
Plan Discussion

a fox farm; one sold macmnery,
and three became clergymen, one of
whom wrote a book on how to
get thin. The report concluded,
however, that many of the class
were prominent in their own local Home” and Beth Arveson will di
Each worth about $2,000 a year, ities and that therefore their Ox rect the discussion of “Applied Re
the scholarships annually make it ford education had been valuaole. ligion."
possible for 32-American students to
The supper will be at < p. m. at
pursue their studies at England's
the Presbyterian church and the
world famous Oxford university. As College W ill Exhibit
chapel service at 7 p. m. at the
conceived by Rhodes, one of the
Episcopal church, after which the
Woodward Paintings discussion
chief purposes of the scholarships
groups will meet
Is to foster strong national leader
Notices of the meetings will be
Lawrence college will be the re
ship.
posted on the bulletin boards in
Since the first selections were cipient of an exhibition of Stanley Main hall, library, and dormitories.
made in 1904, more than 1,000 Amer Woodward’s oil and water color
icans have been Rhodes scholars, paintings. A. F. Megrew, instructor
and educators long have been inter of art, believes that Mr. Woodward
ested in learning how many of these is one of the country's foremost
have developed along lines envis marine painters. His subjects are
ioned by Rhodes. A partial indica chosen from Nassau and Ber
tion is contained in a report compil muda backgrounds. The exhibition
er' for the American Oxonian
will extend from October through
Covering the occupations follow November 1.
ed by the 46 American Rhodes
TAKES ALASKA CRUISE
scholars of the class of 1911, the re
Miss Alice Whitcomb, instructor
port showed that no member i t the
class had gained national promin in French and Spanish took the
ence in the last 27 years, although cruise to Alaska which follows the
nine won mention in “Who’s Who. inner passage between the mainMore than half the class berame j land and the islands. Miss Whitteachers; 11 bccame lawyers; two comb said, “it was the most magtook up journalism; one managed I nificent scenery I have ever aeon.'

Dollar Analysed
Analyzing each dollar expended
a*, the College, exclusive of dormi
tory and scholarship funds, 13 cents
is spent for administration and gen
eral expenses, 7 cents for the ad
missions office, 61 cents for instruc
tion, 13 cents for plant operation
and maintenance. 1 cents for the
infirmary, 2 cents for student aid
and 2 cents for miscellaneous ‘terns.
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Rain-or-Shîne

COATS
The
Reversible
In
Tweed or Shetland

90

9

Marvelous Value!
Smart Shetland woolens
or tweeds with reversible
lining of good quality
natural gabardine. They
are a marvelous value at
9.90! Balmaccan style
¡n wine, green, brown,
navy or rust. 12 to 20.

The Pen that Has What It Takes
to Put You on Even Writing Terms
with Anyone Else in Your Class
I f you w ant the Pen that ranks No. 1 in America's
Schools and colleges— that will help you rate as no
other pen you can carry— go to any nearby pen
counter today and see and try this pedigreed Beauty
in shimmery circlets o f Pearl and Je t— smart, ex
clusive and original.
The Parker Vacumatic won’t cramp your style
by running dry unexpectedly in classes or quizzes.
For held to the light it shows how much ink you
have to spare— shows when to refill. A Pen that re
quires filling only 3 or 4 times from one term to the
next, due to its copious ink supply.
Its Scratch-proof Point of Platinum and 14-K
G old is tipped with Osmiridium, twice as costly as
ordinary iridium .
G o and ask for it by name— Parker Vacumatic.
The smart A R R O W clip identifies the genuine.
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wisconsin.
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Pay* Eight

183 Students are
Pledged by Greek
Letter Chapters

Millis Talks on Aims
O f National Lay (»roup

Aims and objectives of the Na
tional Laymen's league of the
Episcopal church were presented
by John S. Millis, program chair
man for the recently organized
league
of All Saints Episcopal
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
church, at a breakfast meeting
Sunday morning in the parish hall
Ellyn, and Grace Coddington, M il following corporate communion.
waukee, were repledged by Alpha Twenty-four men . attended the
Chi Omega.
breakfast.
Kappa Delta sorority's 13 pledg
es are Edna Murdock, Appleton; ler, Sheboygan; James Sweet, Wa u 
Marion Binzel and Carol Breit- sau; and Robert Vogt. Appleton.
haupi,
Milwaukee;
Mary
May
The eighteen neophytes of Delta
Crawford, Wilmette; Ruth Hanson, Tau Delta are Harold Borenz, Nee
Wausau; Enid Havens, Oak Park; nah; W illiam Deppe, Baraboo; Rob
Roberta Jackson, «’hisholm. Minn.; ert Dolgner, Milwaukee; Robert
Elizaoeth Johnson, Mnyvill?, Char Dykes, Chicago; Ray Johnson, Mt.
lotte Leins, West Bend; Margaret Horeb; Robert McIntosh M ilw au
Nebbedgall, South Bend. Harriett kee; Robert Nixon. New London!
Peterman, Merrill; Betty Weber, Frank Nencki, Milwaukee; Perry
Winnetka: and Louis Weingar, East Powell. Milwaukee; Charles Pruett.
Lee, Mass.
Appleton; John Riedl, Appleton;
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority pledged Jack Roddy, Chicago. M vin Staffive girls yesterday, Dorothy Bal- field, Neenah; George Stuart, MiN
lentine, Menomonie, Wis.; Naomi waukee; Carl Waterman. Appleton;
Coumbe, Blue River. Wis.; Ruth James Welch, Baraboo.
Dexter
Gould, Chicago; Susan McEachem, Wolfe, Appleton; and Fred Yalev,
Thorp; and Ethel Neumann, M il Menasha.
waukee.
Phi Kappa Tau pledged seventeen
Sigma Alpha Iota Pledges
men. They are Lawrence Erns*,
Fourteen girls enrolled at the Niagara; Bill Handorf, Cicero; Far
Lawrence Conservatory of Music ley Hutchins, Neenah: George Mcpledged Sigma Alpha lota, music Corkle, Oak Park; Robert Pedall,
sorority. Sunday afternoon at the Cicero; Nels Rasmussen. Neenah;
home of Miss Mary Elizabeth Hop- Roy Riemer, Milwaukee; James
fensperger,
Nicolet
boulevard, Sattizahn, Elmhurst; Duane SchuNeenah and a fifteenth is wearing maker, Shawano; Gordo.i ShurtleiT,
the sorority ribbons.
Chicago; Gordon Skinner. Barring
The pledges are Ruth Mewaldt, ton: Lloyd StefTan, Malone; James
Appleton; Betty Burger, Evanston; Stierman, Kenosha; David Strawn,
Frances Anderson, Washburn, Wis.; Ottowa. 111.; Robert Stioctz, A p 
Doris Draeb, Sturgeon Bay, Janet pleton; Edward TrofTer. Benton
Flewell, Phyllis Gebo and Virgin Harbor, Mich.; Robert Vanselow,
ia Jjhnson, Duluth; Dorotny Flit- Milwaukee.
croft, Walworth, Wis.; Mollie GrieSigma Phi Epsilon Pledges
benow, Owen, Wis.; Margaret Hall,
The seventeen new pledges of
West Allis; Enid Havens, Syracuse, Sigma Phi Epsilon are Henry Boss,
N. Y.; Margaret Nelson. Minneapo Cicero: John Coumbe, Oshkosh; Don
lis; Margaret Parish, Madison; and Fredrickson,
Wausau;
Charles
Sylvia Seif, Neillsville; Margaret Gregory. Wilmette; Warren HovDoctor of Green Bay is wearing land, Berwyn; Johnston Hart, Ev
the sorority's ribbons.
anston; Gregg Hunter,
Chicago;
Fraternity Pledging
Stuart Jones, Weyauwega; Stanley
Fourteen men were pledged to Lundahl. Niagara; Donald Mason.
Beta Theta Pi. They are Bruce Menominee. Mich.; James M*>ody,
Barrows, Fond du Lac; James J r . Oak Park;
Robert
Movers.
Buchanan, Appleton; Ralph Colvin. Menominee, Mich.; Warren Parker.
Appleton; Arthur Dallman, Fond du Fort Atkinson; Alton Peterson. VirLac; Frank Hammer
Appleton; oqua; Walter Schultz, Milwaukee:
Gardner Hayden, Green Bay; Louis Leonard Telfer, Chicago; and Jack
Hobbs. Fond du Lac; John Messen Thomas. Oak Park.
ger. Green Bay; Kieth Ridgeway,
Included in the seventeen pledg
Rosendale; Blair Rogers Portage; et of Phi Delta Theta are Fred A t
David Sims, Plymouth: Jack Spil- kinson. Milwaukee; Harold Bovson.
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Cloak Announces
Dramatie Plans
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
duction will consist only of sopho
mores, juniors, and seniors, berause
it is felt that the freshmen should
have a better understanding of
the set up in dramatics at Lawience
before participating in a production.
The Heelers Club, which <3 the
freshman drama organization, will
get into full tail in the near fu
ture. Later in the season trvouts
will be held for the new cl.iss to
seek for talent in that group Fur
ther announcements will appear in
the Lawrentian.
Copies of the play will be avail
able at the library by Friday. Sep
tember 30. for those who wi.,h to
try out.

Watts Attend Western
Conventions in Summer
Ralph J. Watts, business m an
ager of the college, and Mrs. Watts
attended two conventions during
this past summer. The first was the
annual meeting of the Association
of University and College Business
Officers, held at Laramie, W yom
ing. Mr. Watts was president of the
association during the past year
and presided at the Laramie ses
sions. From Laramie they went to
San Francisco to attend the bien
nial convention of Phi Sigma K ap
pa fraternity. Mr. Watts has been
national secrctary-treasurer for 15
years and was reelected to that of
fice at the San Francisco conven
tion. He and his wife returned
home by way of the Canadian
Rockies.
Harvey. 111.; Richard Calkins, R a
cine; Ralph Digman, Eagle, Wis.;
James Donahue. Wisconsin Dells;
Alan Florin. Chicago; George Garman, Eau Claire: Allan Held. W au
watosa; John Killoren, Appleton;
Herbert Kirchkoff, Chicago; Tohn
Kohl, Appleton;
Jarvis
Lingel,
Wilmette; Kieth Nelson. M ilw au
kee; Alfred Oliver. Appleton; Ross
Schuman, Chicago; .Harry Sheerin,
Menasha; and Edward Stienman,
Milwaukee.

Doghouse
Doings
along
the
fraternity
front: All in all, it seems an ig
norant freshman can't go wrong,
if we can believe what the fra
ternities tell the freshmen. The
Sig Eps have noised it around that
they’ve got the Lawrentian all
sewed up. If you want to be pop
ular socially, you must go Phi Delt.
If you’re looking for wonderful
alumni (and you’re a fool if you’re
not bccause you might see them
once or twice before you graduate),
go Beta. If you want to be in with
a real fine bunch of fellows who
are going national any time now,
go Delta Sig. If you have any ath
letic aspirations at all, go Delt; and
if you want to go into the Con. you
can’t go wrong with Phi Tau. If
you don’t join a fraternity at all
you might just as well jum p into
the shiny Fox, because there just
isn’t anything left.
*
*
*
From what our freshmen
friends tell us: 35 percent of
, them are fully intending to be
; paper chems; the women on
the campus aren’t as good
looking as elsewhere; there
are a few really smooth babes
at Ormsby; books and study
are simply an invention of peo
ple who never had any perisonality; Appleton is a small
town; the frosh are going to
lick the sophs; their fraternity
was lucky to get them.
*
*
*
He looked fairly mature and as
sured when he came in the door,
but how should we know he was
an Alum? He didn’t slip us the
grip until we took him upstairs to
show him the house.
*
*
*
During the summer, a black and
foreboding shadow mounted into
the sky over our heads, and, like
the moon keeping pace with the
fastest fraternity roadster, it is
still with us here at Lawrence. The
profs mention it every day, rad
ios blare it, black print screams
out with it from the newspapers.
War is menacing like a cloud rum 
bling on the horizon. We wonder
if our reward for four years’
scholarly endeavour will be the
presence of our name on a bronze
plaque in the library reading.
" ..............died in action for his
country."

Post Office Issues
Postal Suggestions
For Student Mailing
The Appleton post office depart
ment recently published a few sug
gestions to students on mailing
regulations. They urge students to
file their present addresses at the
main post office on Superior street.
This will aid them in giving better
service. Also they advise that let
ters coming in be addressed to the
proper dormitory or fraternity
house.
In an attempt to save money for
students they also urge that all
written matter such as old letters,
notes in text-books, etc., be kept
out of laundry cases when sent
through the mails. Otherwise they
will require the higher first class
rate. Also in an effort to save
Lawrentians money they urged #
that money orders be used instead
of the common mistake of putting
cash into letters.

Faeulty Reception Is
Held at Barrows Home
Thomas N. Barrows, president
of Lawrence college, and Mrs. Bar
rows entertained members of the
faculty of the college and the In 
stitute of Paper Chemistry and
the trustees of both institutions
and their wives at a reception Sun
day at their home on S. Union
street.

Suggests McCarthy to
‘1/(imanize’ Theologian s
Wooden headed Charlie M.’Carthy would make a good theological
seminary
professor,
Bishop
G.
Bromley Oxnam of the Methodist
Episcopal church believes. After
watching Edgar Bergen and his
dummy perform, the bishop wrote
radio officials suggesting he could
use McCarthy to help make the
ological students "more huma.i "

'Walk-In* Human Eye
One of the great "sights’’ — liter
ally — at the New York World'*
Fair 1939 is to be the model of a
human eye so large that it will
permit several visitors to enter it
at the same time. It is to look out
through its huge lens—the pupil-~
upon an ever animated part of the
Fair grounds.

FACULTY AND ALUMS
N O W IS THE TIME TO ENTER YOUR
LAW RENTIAN SUBSCRIPTION . . . .
c o m p le te c o lle g e c o v e r a g e

t a b l o id c o n s t r u c t io n

a m e m b e r o f th e
A s s o c ia t e d

C o lle g ia t e

P re ss

Tear out this form for your Lawrentian Subscription
Please enter my subscription to the Lawrentian for one year at $1.50

SUBSCRIBE N O W
PAY LATER

; To

....................................................................................

and bill me later.

